German language Course

Course Outline – Level 1

Sessions: 16 (16 Units)

Hours: 32

Duration: 2 hours / session

Course Objective: Vocabulary up to 500 words – basic Grammar, and conversation

COURSE CONTENTS:

Unit 01

Introduction and comparison of German, English, Urdu

Alphabet, sounds, pronunciation tips

Counting up to ONE Billion

Greetings and Conversation,

Quiz of Unit 1

Unit 02.

Overview of German Language Grammar

Gender and gender tips

Personal pronoun and conversation

Helping Verb, Basic Verb with conjugation, and Conversation

Quiz of Unit 2

Unit 03
Separable Verb and conversation

Quiz of Unit 3

Unit 04

Modal Verb,

Verb with conjugation, and Conversation

Quiz of Unit 1-4

Unit 05

Question with W- Question

Question with Verb-

Revision of Unit 2 n 3 with unit 4 and conversation

Quiz of Unit 1-5

Unit 06

Present perfect

Conversation

Quiz of Unit 1-6

Unit 07

Time – / days / month / year

Schedule, Appointment, meeting

Conversation

Quiz of Unit 1-7
Unit 08
Traveling Vocabulary and conversation based on unit 1 – 7
Quiz of Unit 1-8

Unit 09
Family Vocabulary and conversation based on unit 1 – 7
Quiz of Unit 1-9

Unit 10
Food Vocabulary and conversation based on unit 1 – 7
Quiz of Unit 1-10

Unit 11
Conversation - different topics of student choice
Revision of Grammar

Unit 12
Conversation - different topics of student choice
Revision of Grammar

Unit 13
Conversation - different topics of student choice
Revision of Grammar

Unit 14
Conversation - different topics of student choice
Unit 15

Revision of Grammar

Unit 16

Comprehensive TEST

COURSE MATERIAL: Guide lines for the course material were taken from National University of Modern Language’s official book of German language and European Union official language framework.